Hong Kong Officials Training Centre - Preparatory Course for Police Inspector

Student’s Feedback

To: Madam Chan/ Hong Kong Officials Training Centre,
I’ve come to know the course owing to one of my colleagues who had
introduced it to me. This course was very organized and very useful to the
participants who have strong aspiration to become police inspectors. The course was
well structured covering the whole spectrum on Extended Interview and Final
Interview.
During the 4-day course, I was entirely inspired by the course instructor,
Madam CHAN. Madam CHAN is a retired Superintendent of the Police Force.
She was a former veteran senior officer in the Force. She had wholly dedicated and
paid enormous effort to the course participants. Although she has left the Force, she
still wishes to help the serving Force members and outsiders who are truly interested
in becoming police inspectors.
Although each lesson was scheduled for 3 hours, Madam CHAN always
sacrificed her personal time to share her wealth of experience and knowledge with the
participants. This evidently proves that she devote herself and does her utmost to
train up the class.
Since Madam CHAN keeps abreast of the current trends in the Police Force,
she could offer us updated and accurate information on Extended Interview and Final
Interview. By studying in the course, participants can have full understanding about
the process and they are able to practise for all the sections. At the end of the course,
Madam CHAN also gave us great advice individually to further enhance our
capability.

The course was comprehensive and beneficial to the students indeed.

To sum up, I am so pleased to have the chance to take the course. The
course not only enables me to understand more about myself but also polishes my
interview skills. I can honestly say that Madam CHAN did help us a lot and she was
selfless in sharing her knowledge with us.
wholehearted gratitude to her and the centre.
From
Date

: Adonis
: 21st August 2015

I take this opportunity to express my
Thanks again.

